PRESS RELEASE

The Hella Gutmann diagnostic unit mega macs 77 steps up a
gear
•

New user interface based on innovative software architecture

•

High-octane, interlinked diagnostics

Ihringen, August 6, 2018. Following its launch this spring, the mega macs 77 has
proved itself a thousand times over during the daily routine in the workshop. Fast
response times, operator guidance for measurements, the almost frameless, capacitive,
full HD touchscreen and the cable-free charging station are all things that delight its
users. And as was clear to see during its launch, the mega macs 77 is now continuing
to swiftly develop in the direction of "Diagnostics 4.0."
Based on an innovative software architecture, the mega macs 77, as a first step in its
further evolution, will be given a completely new user interface, which also appears with
a new graphical user interface (GUI). Further simplification for technicians then results
from these developments, such as the flexible composition of frequently used functions
for a vehicle or the intuitive, filterable search function for all types of data and also for
components. Using fingers for the swipe and drag functions will also ramp up user
comfort.
But it is especially the mega macs 77 software architecture that is carving out a path for
a new style of working in an increasingly digital workshop environment. Parallel to this
change, it is also intended to grow the possibilities surrounding mega macs 77, using
perhaps its preparation for digital workshop processes and platform-independent
applications in network-based systems.
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Experience HELLA and Hella Gutmann at the Automechanika 2018 (Hall 9, Stand
A88).
HELLA press conference: Tuesday, September 11, 2018, 3 - 3:30 pm (local time) at
HELLA fair stand.
Please note: This text and corresponding photo material can also be found in our press
database at: www.hella-gutmann.com/de/hella-gutmann/presse/ or www.hella.com/press
Hella Gutmann Solutions GmbH, Ihringen: The company with approximately 500 employees
and with its Head Office in Ihringen/Breisach, Germany, is part of the Hella Gutmann Group, a
business enterprise of the HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA. The product portfolio focuses on
professional equipment for car workshops, car dealers and vehicle inspection organizations.
Core products include data, software and equipment for diagnostics, for emission tests, for
lighting adjustment, for system checks and also all the appropriate measurement technology
required for such work. Around 45,000 automobile companies in 24 countries work day in, day
out with equipment and know-how supplied by Hella Gutmann Solutions. They benefit from the
high, German quality standards and also from the customer-driven range of services on
offer,such as a technical call center, technical training, technical data and sales & marketing
support.
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